**Cordyceps militaris: Effects on Cognitive Function**

The Cordyceps mushroom provides nutrients and other bioactive compounds that can provide many potential therapeutic benefits related to cognitive function. The mushroom species *Cordyceps militaris* and the closely-related species *Cordyceps sinensis* are primarily known for their effects on energy levels. These species have been shown to increase energy levels on a cellular level by actually increasing the synthesis of ATP (adenosine-5'-triphosphate) in the mitochondria. ATP is often called the "molecular unit of currency" of intracellular energy transfer. ATP transports chemical energy within cells for metabolism. Mitochondrial function declines with age and many lines of evidence suggest that mitochondria have a central role in ageing-related neurodegenerative diseases. Active ingredients in Cordyceps protect mitochondria from oxidative damage that can result in the decline of cognitive function and enhance the mitochondria’s ability to efficiently synthesis ATP for metabolic processes.

Cordyceps have also been reported to increase the efficiency of oxygen absorption in the lungs and to increase the efficiency of oxygen delivery to tissues by red blood cells. Additionally, Cordyceps has a vasodilatory effect on blood vessels that can result in increased blood flow to tissues. An adequate supply of blood and oxygen to the brain and nerve tissue is essential for optimum cognitive function.

Recent studies have shown that bioactive compounds in Cordyceps can upregulate the dopaminergic (DArgic) system that may contribute to additional neuroprotection against neurodegenerative diseases.
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**DISCLAIMER**

We encourage you to use common sense and prudence in your expectations regarding the consumption of M2 Ingredient products. We do not claim that any M2 Ingredients products directly prevent or cure any disease nor do we suggest that anyone should replace traditional medical treatments with our products. You are hereby advised to consult with a physician or other professional health-care provider prior to making any decisions, or undertaking any actions or not undertaking any actions related to any health care problem or issue you might have at any time, now or in the future.

Technical information on the science of mushrooms and how mushrooms may benefit health are reported in many scientific journals. Any references to published research on mushrooms are provided for educational purposes only. We make neither warranties nor any expressed or implied representations whatsoever regarding the accuracy, completeness, timeliness, comparative or controversial nature, or usefulness of information communicated verbally or referenced on our web site. Health-related information changes frequently and therefore referenced information may be outdated, incomplete or incorrect. It is not possible to address all uses, actions, precautions, side effects and interactions regarding the use of our products. Statements about our products have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.

Our products do not prevent, diagnose, treat or cure any disease. We are explicitly stating that our products are not drugs. Rather, our products are Certified Organic, Whole Food products which may provide structure and function benefits to the bodies of humans, cats, dogs, horses and other mammals.